
The Everyday Chair 

E N T R Y 



Statement of Intent. 
Our goal is the designed a chair that is meant for everyday use. 

Is the everyday chair that fulfill the least minimum requirements without  

Sacrificing the style and the comfort for the everyday use. 



Looks that Last. 
 

ENTRY’s design may be simple, but it offers beyond simplicity. 

It is designed for the sake of every day's use that couple with slick looking back frame, highly define lumbar 

support technology and functions that make ENTRY the chair to look out for. 

 

ENTRY comes with 2 different back frame colors selections to match your office look and spice up the 

environment, the look that truly last. 



The Everyday Chair. 
The task is to designed a chair that is functional, stylist and yet make 

economical sense. We reckon that, a quality chair need to last us for a 

long time but at the same time pack with all finest quality to suit our daily 

usage. 

 

ENTRY combines with innovation and comfort support, with the look that 

last and more than you ever ask for from any work chair in its price 

category. 

Specifications 

Component Options and Selections: 

Back Frame Colors Options - 

Black 

Base Finished Options - 

Nylon Polished 

Aluminum 

Synchronized 

Mechanism 

Synchronized 

Mechanism 

Adjusts the angle 

between the backrest 

and the seat for 

optimum comfort. 

Adjustable 

Seat Height 

Seat heights can 

be adjusted to the 

user’s 

preferences. 

White Grey 

Optional - 

Headrest 

Upholstery Options - 

Backrest Mesh- Seat Fabric - 

Black Light 

Grey 

D Black M Dull 

Grey 

B Indigo 

Blue 

P Dark 

Purple 
R Signal 

Red 

The lumbar support can be adjust in 3 

different levels to fit comfortably according to 

the curve of the spine, thus, provide 

additional support to lower part of the back. 

 
The height of the lumbar support can also be adjusted  

(interval : 100mm) 

Lumbar Support 


